
Intellicare 
 

Intellicare is a suite of mobile phone applications (apps) to help users reduce symptoms of 

anxiety and depression. Each app focuses on a different mental health technique and there is a 

Hub app to help coordinate use of different apps. 

The Intellicare suite of apps includes five skill-based apps that focus on mental health 

techniques and a hub app to manage the apps that users have downloaded. Please download 

this app first. Once you have done so, go to the settings tab and and click on “Research 

participation”. In the institution field (top dropdown box), you should have an option to 

choose Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, or MentorHub. If you are participating in our 

Middle Tennessee pilot, please choose the Big Brothers Big Sisters of America institution. 

Otherwise, please choose MentorHub. For the second dropdown, if you are a tester, please 

select MentorHub Central, BBBS, or Hubspire. If you see a field called “Study ID”, please enter 

“100xxxxxx”, replacing the X’s with random digits. This should be removed soon. The last 

field is your phone number—make sure this is the same one in MentorHub. You’re now all 

set! Read the guide below to understand how the Hub works more generally and how to use 

the partner apps.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.adaptive-health.com/intellicare
https://www.adaptive-health.com/intellicare


The Hub  

Apps tab: This Is where all the skills apps can be found (they all need to be downloaded 

separately) 

 

 



Resources tab:  Find emergency and local resources, and to learn more about self care

 

Assessments tab: Each week you will be asked a few questions about how you are feeling 

Mood Journal: Each day you will be asked to rate how your are doing to help track your mood 

(this is within the assessments tab) 

 



 

 

History tab: Shows you how your mood is changing over time 

 



 

 

Intellicare Skills apps 
 

Daily Feats: Meant to help you stay engaged in life and celebrate your accomplishments- both 

big and small. This should help to increase motivation and improve mood.  

 

Completing Feats: 

- First Daily Feats asks you bout your mood to provide feats that can match how you’re 

feeling 

- Mark your feats using the checklist. Tap a feat to check it off your list. If a feat is not 

relevant, you can swipe left and press “delete” to remove it  

 



-  

Viewing your progress: 

- Select the “History” tab to check your progress 

- The calendar shows your completed feats. For every feat you complete, a purple dot will 

circle the date. 

- Complete more than one feat in a day for multiple days to get a “streak”. 

- Get a streak of five days in a row to level up! 

 



 

Adding a Feat: 

- To add a new feat, press “Add Feat +” for the level you would like to add to it.  

- Tap a deleted feat’s “+” button to add it back to your list.  

- You can also create your own personal feats to track as well. Personal feats do not count 

toward your streak but they do count towards your well-being! 

 

Thought Challenger: Helps to improve mood, decrease anxiety, and to feel better by teaching 

you how to recognize and change unhelpful thinking. 

 

Creating a New Challenge: Tap on the “New Challenge” to enter unhelpful thoughts that are 

making you feel bad. Follow the steps on the screen to learn how to: 

 

- Take a good look at your thoughts 

- Notice patterns in the way you think  

- Come up with more balanced or true thoughts 

 



 

Reviewing Your History: Select “History” to see your completed Thought Challenges. Look at 

them for motivation, to learn about patterns in your thinking, and to see the progress you are 

making.  

 



 

My Mantra: Helps develop and use simple phrases and images that can help you to notice and 

remember positive things in your daily life.  

 

Creating Mantras: Click the “New Mantra” tab to create a new mantra. Create a mantra that is 

positive and reminds you of what you want to do or how you want to feel. If you need ideas, 

click on “show examples”. 

 



 

Adding Images: Each day, take pictures of things in your life that remind you of your mantras. 

This will help you stay inspired and remind you of the ways you are living your mantra. Click the 

“add and image +” button to add a photo.  

 

Review your Mantras: Select the “Gallery” tab to view your mantra photos. Tap on the photo to 

see the mantra you put with that image. 

 

 



 

Day to Day: Focuses on a different skill each week for five weeks. You will receive daily 

messages to help you apply each skill consistently for a week of your life.  

 

- Each week: Read the information in the lesson to learn about the new skill  

- Each Day: The app will send you short messages. The messages will give you tips to help 

you use this week’s new skill in your daily life. 

 

Lessons: Each week starts with a lesson. Lessons tell you about the skill you will be working on 

that week and why 

 



 

Check Today’s Tips: After your lesson, the app will send you four messages each day. These 

messages have tips for how to practice the skill from the lesson  

 

 



 

Worry Knot: Teaches you how to change negative feelings that come from worrying and helps 

to organize thoughts.  

 

Tangled thinking is when you spend so much time worrying that your thoughts become tied in 

knots.  

 

Untangling Knots: When your worries have become tangled thinking, open the app and press 

“New Knot”. There you will add information about the things that worry you and things that do 

not worry you. The app will help you compare these things. Then, you can start to change your 

feelings about your tangled thoughts.  

 

This is a skill that improves with daily practice. If it is hard for you to follow these steps in the 

moment, set a time each day to practice “untangling” 1 or 2 worrisome bits of tangled thinking.  

 



 

Reviewing your past knots: Press the “History” tab to see your past knots. Over time you will 

find that the tangled thoughts do not cause you as much trouble as they used to. Reviewing 

your past knots an also help keep you motivated and remind you how to manage a worry you 

have faced before. 

 

How Intellicare works with MentorHub 

- Download the Mentor Hub app and fill out the Mood Ring  

 



-  

- Click on “Tools” and your recommended apps will appear 

 



 

- Click on IntelliCare Hub and you will be led to your app store where you can download 

the app 

- Once you download IntelliCare Hub, click on the “Apps” tab to download other 

Intellicare apps (e.g., Daily Feats, Day to Day, My Mantra, Thought Challenger, Worry 

Knot) that fit your symptoms or issues 

 

 


